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Abstract

Purpose – Despite its significance, research on how attribute framing affects ordering decisions in dual
sourcing remains insufficient. Hence, this study investigated the effects of attribute framing in a sourcing task
involving certain and uncertain qualities of two suppliers and analysed the role of attention with respect to
suppliers’ information in framing effects.
Design/methodology/approach – The impacts of attribute framing on sourcing decisions were
demonstrated in two online between-subject (2 3 2 factorial) experimental studies involving professional
samples. Study 2 was an eye-tracking experiment.
Findings – In Study 1 (N 5 251), participants presented with a “high-quality” rather than a “low-quality”
frame made different sourcing decisions, opting for larger percentage of order(s) from a supplier under the
“high-quality” frame. This pattern holds true for suppliers who differ in risk. This finding was replicated in
Study 2 (N5 129). Attention asymmetry related to the information on supplier quality contributes to this effect.
Attention directed towards information regarding the supplier’s quality under a positive frame mediated the
relationship between attribute framing and sourcing decisions.
Practical implications – Highlighting the positive attributes of a risky supplier is essential when ordering
from the risky supplier is an optimal decision. It is advantageous for suppliers to highlight positive rather than
negative attributes when describing the quality of their components against others.
Originality/value – This is the first study to examine the effect of attention on the relationship between
attribute framing and dual sourcing. This presents a new behavioural perspective whereinmanagers’ attention
to information plays a vital role.
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1. Introduction
Within the field of behavioural operations management (BOM), the topic of ordering
decisions has emerged as a primary area (Becker-Peth et al., 2018; Perera et al., 2020), because
human behaviour remains prominent in sourcing and ordering decisions. The success of a
company and its supply chain relies on effective ordering decisions. One important factor to
be considered in sourcing decisions is the quality of suppliers’ components (Krause et al.,
2007) because it largely determines product quality and thus affects buyers’ profitability and
sustainability (De Boer et al., 2001). Recent supply chain disruptions have resulted in quality
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degradation (Bulter, 2020) and damage to perishable components (Alicke and Strigel, 2020),
making effective ordering decisions more difficult. In some cases, buyers must expand their
existing supplier portfolio or turn to a new supplier in a shortage situation (Bulter, 2020; Shih,
2020; van Hoek, 2020). Subjective judgements of managers play a role in supplier selection
and sourcing decisions (Kaufmann et al., 2014; Sureeyatanapas et al., 2018).

Indubitably, a theoretical research gap exists. Donohue et al. (2019) emphasised that a
better understanding of the cognitive processes that drive ordering behaviour is paramount;
otherwise, it would be hard to identify the theories that best explain actual behaviour.
Likewise, Fahimnia et al. (2019) suggested that BOM research must continue to explore how
decision-making in practice is influenced by human judgement. Thus, this study aims to
examine how information about suppliers’ component quality in dual sourcing, when
presented differently, affects ordering decisions and their underlying mechanisms.

This research considers the context of sourcing roses, a key component in the fragrance and
essential oils industry. It is said to be crucial in the industry for the following reasons. First, the
global perfume and essential oil markets are projected to grow to USD 43.2 billion at a
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 5.0% in the 2021–2028 period andUSD18.25 billion at
a 9% CAGR in 2028 (Fortune Business Insights, 2021, 2022). Second, a shift has been observed
in the market towards natural fragrances and essential oils rather than artificial fragrance
chemicals for health reasons (Lee and Kwon, 2022; Surugue, 2019). Finally, European perfume
manufacturers have encountered key component shortages due to supply chain disruptions,
changes in agricultural practices, and natural disasters (Mira, 2022; Spencer et al., 2022; Vulser,
2014). Taken together, these findings suggest that fragrance and essential oilmanufacturers are
likely to explore the supply of natural flowers from new suppliers.

Previous studies have explained the benefits of dual sourcing, including supply risk
mitigation (Cachon et al., 2008), more competitive prices (Chen and Guo, 2014) and more
leverage for the buying firm in future procurement (Niu et al., 2019). Wu et al. (2011)
highlighted the benefits of having information regarding suppliers’ component quality to a
buying firm in dual sourcing, as this information helps reduce quality uncertainty in the final
products. Additionally, Tse and Tan (2011) noted that the visibility of a supplier is vital in
managing quality risk and is determined by the level of disclosure and accuracy of quality
information. However, the quality of new suppliers is sometimes only partially known to
buyers (Deng and Elmaghraby, 2005; Quigley et al., 2018). Coupling this with the prevalence
of dual sourcing strategy (Gupta and Ivanov, 2020; Li et al., 2019), an empirical investigation
of the behavioural aspects regarding how the presentation of quality information affects
ordering decisions is necessary.

To address these gaps in the literature, particularly on dual sourcing and supplier quality,
this study focuses on the sourcing problem in a dual-supplier situation faced by a buyer who
can source from one or both suppliers: one for certain qualities (e.g. the number of high- or
low-quality items is known) and another of risky quality (e.g. a buyer only knows the
distribution of high- or low-quality items). The rationale is that most businesses still have a
sense of the distribution of the supplier’s quality, even when the exact quality is not known.
For brevity, the former is referred to as a riskless supplier and the latter as a risky supplier.
Considering the higher expected quality of risky suppliers, a sourcing manager could take
some risks by placing some of the orders with a risky supplier, which is a more optimal
decision when the cost of dual sourcing is insignificant. However, as will be demonstrated in
Section 1.1, senior management in the industries shared that they consider ordering from a
risky supplier when the expected quality is higher than that of the riskless suppliers and that
the sourcing team was often reluctant to take risks.

Attribute framing emphasises the characteristics of a product or other entity (Levin and
Gaeth, 1988). In dual sourcing, the quality of both riskless and risky supplier components
may be described either positively (90% acceptable parts) or negatively (10% defective
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parts). However, the current knowledge regarding the effects of attribute framing within a
supply chain management (SCM) context is limited to single-entity evaluations. In a dual-
sourcing context, the effects of attribute framing on ordering decisions have not been studied
at all so far. Therefore, this experimental research examines how framing riskless and risky
suppliers’ quality induces different sourcing decisions, wherein the descriptions of the quality
of riskless and risky suppliers are the focus of our framing manipulations. More importantly,
we investigate the effects of mixed-attribute framing. That is, the quality of one supplier is
described positively, whereas that of the other is described negatively. Additionally, this
study examines the underlying mechanism of attribute framing – attention mechanism. As
claimed by attribute-framing scholars (Kreiner and Gamliel, 2018, 2019), few studies have
empirically examined the role of attention. Specifically, to the best of our knowledge, no prior
study has tested this mechanism in dual sourcing. Thus, the mechanism of attention remains
incipient.

1.1 Practical relevance
Apart from addressing the existing research gaps, our experimental findings will have
practical values to real-life situations. This is addressed by discussing the sourcing concerns
of industry experts. The current research is motivated by direct interactions with the Head of
the supply chain management (SCM) division at a multinational company, headquartered in
Austria. We interviewed the Head of the SCM division in January 2022.

This company sells fragrances and essential oils in the international market. It uses plants
and wood for production. The recent challenges faced by the company include a reduced
number of suitable suppliers owing to the COVID-19 pandemic and supply chain disruptions.
The Head of the SCMdivision stated, “Our suppliers of plants use different plantingmethods.
The quality of some suppliers’ products can be estimated using the historical data, but the
quality of some suppliers is not always known. For the latter, we relied on our professional
network and tried to come up with some estimates. Also, the information about the quality of
suppliers’ components was usually gathered by our sub-ordinates and it was then presented
to the sourcing team. Taking a riskier approach during the supply chain disruption seems
unavoidable, as we have already encountered a sudden shortage of materials. We also
sometimes order more than the required quantity. We are open to a new supplier that uses
other planting methods. We are currently engaging with new suppliers for other materials or
components required for other products, and the information about their quality can only be
approximately estimated. One crucial observation is that although our analysts had
estimated that some of the new suppliers gave higher expected quality, we, as the senior
management team, noticed that our sourcing team was reluctant to order from the risky or
new suppliers. This could impede our profitability (see supplementary_material_appendix_1
for the interaction with another company).”

1.2 Research objectives and contributions
This study has two objectives. First, it aims to extend the knowledge of attribute framing to
ordering decisions, entailing the interplay of the positive or negative descriptions of dual
suppliers. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to consider attribute-framing
effects involving dual suppliers when riskiness is different. Second, this study aims to
advance the understanding of how attribute framing affects managers’ decision-making by
empirically testing the attention mechanism. For this purpose, two online experimental
studies were conducted using professional samples. Accordingly, Study 1 investigates the
effects of attribute framing on sourcing decisions. In Study 2, a web-based eye-tracking tool
was applied to test whether the quality of supplier items, when framed differently, prompts a
change in managers’ attention to information about the two suppliers. The results reveal that
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framing a supplier’s quality (when framed positively) leads to a larger proportion with this
supplier than when framed negatively, indexed by the percentage of order(s) placed with
riskless and risky suppliers. Notably, this effect holds true for both riskless and risky
suppliers. Moreover, the findings indicate that attribute framing affects the distribution of
participants’ attention directed towards information about riskless and risky suppliers,
which explains the framing effect on ordering decisions. It is worth noting that our research
findings may also apply to industries in which the quality of suppliers’ components is
partially known to buying firms and the cost of quality is relatively low (e.g. scraps of
unacceptable components) (Shin et al., 2009).

The current experimental findings have important theoretical implications as they
confirm that earlier work on attribute framing with a single entity can be extended to a more
complex decision-making environment involving dual entities with different levels of quality
risk. More importantly, the present study contributes to the emerging theoretical account of
attribute framing in the context of the dual sourcing attention mechanism (Kreiner and
Gamliel, 2018, 2019; Wong, 2021).

Moreover, this study extends the findings of previous reviews on emerging topics
(Fahimnia et al., 2019; Pournader et al., 2020). An empirical contribution of this study is that its
results have crucial practical implications by clearly identifying the condition under which
framing would nudge amore optimal sourcing decision frommanagers. Further, the findings
highlight the importance of addressing the incentive-compatibility issue in BOM experiments
(e.g. participants in this study were incentivised to make decisions that maximise high-
quality components), which strengthens external validity. Last but not least, this study
methodologically contributes by demonstrating the capability and flexibility of online eye
trackers. It elucidates that this technology can be applied in future BOM research.

2. Theoretical background and hypotheses
2.1 Behavioural perspective of ordering decisions and attribute framing
Extant literature on sourcing strategy highlights the importance of suppliers’ quality in the
overall effectiveness of the supply chain and considers quality as an important risk factor
(Rijpkema et al., 2014; Tse and Tan, 2012). The decision models developed from studies on
supplier quality risk require that a buying firm orders from the supplier with the best
expected quality, usually represented in expected total quality cost (Canbolat et al., 2008; Shin
et al., 2009). It means the supplier with the lowest expected total quality cost. However, this
might not necessarily be the case. Hamdi et al. (2018) classified the different behaviours in
past studies on supplier selection into two categories: risk averse and risk neutral behaviours.
Their findings provide strong evidence that decision-makers tend to be risk-averse in
supplier selection. Risk-averse decision-makers prefer guaranteed lower returns rather than
potential higher returnswith risk. Extending the findings fromHamdi et al.’s (2018) review on
ordering decision, it is unsurprising that the riskless supplier could be more appealing to the
participants in our study. This contention is also consistent with interviewees’ suggestions.
This warrants attention in examining how the presentation of information about suppliers’
quality affects ordering decisions.

Many situations in SCM contexts can be framed differently. For instance, when an
attribute of a supplier (e.g. quality) is described positively (vs negatively), significant
attribute-framing effects can potentially influence sourcing behaviourwhen there is a riskless
supplier (i.e. the number of high- or low-quality items is known) and a risky supplier (i.e. the
distribution of high- or low-quality items is estimated). Specifically, these effects are reflected
in the percentage of order(s) with the supplier(s) in our study. In accordance with scholars’
arguments, the visibility of material quality is important in determining the probability of
quality risk occurring in the supply chain (Tse and Tan, 2011, 2012). More importantly, the
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visibility of a supplier depends on the evaluation of the level of disclosure of quality
information, such as incoming inspection data (Tse and Tan, 2011), but this information may
not be readily available or may involve high variations when using a new supplier. A stream
of research on the moral-hazard problem in a supplier-buyer relationship has also considered
a situation inwhich a supplier’s quality is not observable (Balachandran and Radhakrishnan,
2005; Quigley et al., 2018). This suggests that an investigation of attribute-framing effects
involving a risky supplier is connected to practice.

2.2 Attribute framing: association-activation mechanism and ordering decisions
The attribute-framing effect on evaluation with a single entity offers theoretical
underpinnings for predicting its effect on dual sourcing. Levin et al. (1998) introduced an
association-activation mechanism to explain the attribute-framing effect on evaluation. This
mechanism involves the activation of valence associated with the labels used in positive or
negative framing descriptions (e.g. 80% high quality vs 20% low quality). Thus, decision-
makers convert information relative to their descriptive valence. Teigen (2015) further
clarifies that positive (negative) descriptions operate as priming cues that trigger the
activation of more positive (negative) associations with the to-be-evaluated entity.

The findings from extant behavioural operation studies generally support the prediction
of association-activation mechanisms. Using a controlled experiment, Tokar et al. (2016)
investigated simple attribute framing in replenishment decisions.When the positive attribute
of a new inventory ordering policy is emphasised (i.e. in-stock rate), it receives a higher
evaluation than when the negative attribute is emphasised (i.e. the out-of-stock rate). Wong
(2021) examined attribute framing in the evaluation of the performance of a single supplier.
When a positive characteristic is emphasised, a more favourable outcome or evaluation is
provided than when a negative characteristic is highlighted. Wong (2021) extended the
framing effect to choices and provided indirect evidence that the positive framing of supplier
performance would increase the likelihood that the same supplier would be selected in the
future. Implicit in this finding is that in the context of sourcing, framing may lead to biased
ordering decisions from the supplier that is “seemingly” more favourable.

The discussion thus far surrounds attribute framing involving a single entity. This study
investigates a largely underexplored area and thoroughly tests framing effects involving
dual suppliers. We test whether highlighting the positive or negative attributes of dual
suppliers would nudge the decision-maker to make a more optimal decision. As introduced
earlier, the sourcing situation investigated here is that the expected quality of the risky
supplier is higher than that of the riskless supplier with known quality. For instance, placing
70% of the order with the risky supplier and 30% with the riskless supplier is more optimal
than ordering 100% from the riskless supplier.We focus on the situation in which the valence
of attribute framing for riskless and risky suppliers may be different. Suppose that the
quality of riskless supplier is framed positively while that of risky supplier is framed
negatively. If the framing of a risky supplier’s quality attribute changes from negative (e.g.
20% low quality) to positive (e.g. 80% high quality) and all other things are equal, the
association-activation mechanism explains that the positive frame increases the overall
attractiveness of the risky supplier by generating a positive association with the high quality
of the risky supplier’s component.

We speculate the same pattern of results as predicted above for the framing effect of riskless
suppliers when controlling for the framing message of risky suppliers. This is because the
association-activation mechanism does not suggest an interaction effect between risk and
framing. When making sourcing decisions, managers usually assess information about
different suppliers’ performance sequentially before deciding on howmuch they order from the
supplier(s). The encoding process of information about a supplier’s quality should be
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independent of how the quality of the alternative supplier is framed. Thus, under negative
framing, a supplier becomes a less appealing option, as managers tend to order more from the
alternative supplier under a positive framing, irrespective of the riskiness of supplier’s quality.

H1. When a risky supplier’s quality is positively framed, the percentage of order(s)
placed with a risky supplier will be higher than when it is negatively framed,
regardless of whether the quality of riskless supplier is positively or negatively
framed.

H2. Decision makers order a larger percentage from the riskless supplier when the
quality of its component is positively framed than when it is negatively framed,
regardless of whether the quality of risky supplier’s component is positively or
negatively framed.

2.3 Attribute framing and the attention mechanism: explaining ordering decision
Recent attribute-framing studies have offered an alternative underlying mechanism of the
attribute-framing effect in evaluating a single entity — the attention mechanism (see Jain
et al., 2020; Kreiner and Gamliel, 2018; Wong, 2021, for examples). This mechanism is a
conceptualisation of Kahneman’s (2011) “What You See Is All There Is” (WYSIATI) principle
and Keren’s (2011) contention that “themost prevailing facet of framing is to direct attention to
some aspects while suppressing others” (p. 21). According to the attention mechanism, when a
positive attribute is highlighted, one’s attention is focused on the positive frame that is
explicitly described (e.g. 80% high-quality). Therefore, the logically complementary negative
frame (e.g. 20% low quality) is neglected. Consequently, the focus of unbalanced attention
drives and regulates how decision-makers evaluate an entity. The same logic applies to an
explicitly described negative frame. Keren (2011) and Kreiner and Gamliel (2019) argued that
decision-makers’ cognition operates in this manner to lower the cognitive load and cope with
limited cognitive capacity.

As Kreiner and Gamliel (2019) highlighted, few studies have considered the empirical
contribution of the attention mechanism. In line with Kreiner and Gamliel (2018), we regard
the association-activation and attention mechanisms as jointly contributing to the
relationship between attribution framing and evaluation. Specifically, Kreiner and Gamliel
(2019) suspected that the relative contribution of the attentionmechanism is greater than that
of the association account. However, this contention is based on experimental studies that use
manipulation questions to shift attention. Only two studies directly measured attention in a
single-entity evaluation task (Wong, 2021; Jain et al., 2020), and the findings generally support
the attention mechanism. This study addresses a significant gap in the attention mechanism
by which framing affects ordering decisions involving dual suppliers. Since the processes
between supplier evaluations and sourcing decisions are likely to differ, a brief literature
review on attention and choice will further elucidate the relationship between framing and
sourcing decisions.

Here, we discuss another tenet of research highlighting the active role of attention when a
decision is made (Krajbich et al., 2010, 2012), which helps develop hypotheses. The attentional
drift-diffusion model (aDDM) offers a quantitatively accurate depiction of how decision-
making processes are affected by attention (Tavares et al., 2017) and sheds light on the
relationship between attention and value-based choices (e.g. the choice between two
refreshments) (Krajbich et al., 2010, 2012). The aDDM posits that attention influences choices
through its effect on the value comparison process and suggests that decision makers assign
relatively larger weight to attended information. Extending this logic to sourcing decisions,
we posit that increased attention to supplier information is predictive of increased
preferences and a tendency to order more from the supplier.
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Attention-related research has demonstrated that manipulating decision-makers’
attention leads to a shift in their preferences (Armel et al., 2008; Kunar et al., 2017). The
argument presented here is that framing the quality of suppliers’ components directs
managers’ attention to the information of suppliers in a predictable manner. In dual sourcing,
the framing of riskless and risky suppliers’ quality could be the same (e.g. both positive and
negative) or different (e.g. one negatively framed and another positively framed). Suppose
that the negative attribute of a riskless supplier is highlighted (e.g. 20% low quality), whereas
the attribute of the risky supplier is positively framed. The low quality of the riskless
supplier’s component occupies the focus of managers’ attention, and the logically implied
complementary aspect of the riskless supplier’s component (i.e. 80% high quality) is likely to
be neglected.

Consequently, the riskless supplier becomes less appealing, and managers then shift their
attention more to the quality information about the risky supplier than they would have done
if both suppliers’ attributes had been positively highlighted. In accordance with the aDDM, a
higher preference for the risky supplier develops, owing to the increased attention paid to the
supplier. Since we do not expect an interaction between attribute framing and supplier
riskiness, the effects of framing in a dual-supplier situation would follow when we flip the
situation by framing the risky supplier’s quality negatively and the riskless supplier’s quality
positively. Under a positive framing, more attention paid to information about the supplier
induces a relatively higher preference for that supplier than it would under a negative
framing, so that a buyer would place a larger order with this supplier. In other words,
attention to supplier information mediates the effects of framing and sourcing decisions.

H3. Independent of the suppliers’ riskiness, when a supplier’s attribute is positively
framed, buyers will attend more to the information about this supplier’s quality than
they would when it is negatively framed.

H4. Attention to supplier information mediates the relationship between framing and
sourcing decisions.

3. Study 1: attribute framing effect on risk-taking sourcing
3.1 Methods
Study 1 involved a between-subjects 2 3 2 factorial (framing of riskless supplier quality:
positive vs negative; framing of risky supplier quality: positive vs negative) online experiment.
We randomly assigned the participants to one of the four experimental conditions. The
experiment involved participants sourcing roses for the production of fragrances and
essential oils. We also considered our interviewees’ input that the expected quality of the
risky supplier would be higher than that of the riskless supplier. In the “positive riskless
framing and positive risky framing” condition, the positive framing manipulation (“80% of
roses are of high quality”) highlighted the positive attribute of the riskless supplier and the
positive attribute of the risky supplier (“Your sourcing team has done some preliminary
analysis and concluded that the percentage of high-quality roses is uniformly distributed
between 70% and 95%.”). Under negative framing for both riskless and risky suppliers, the
percentages of low-quality roses were emphasised instead (riskless supplier: “20% of roses
are of low quality” and risky supplier: “Your sourcing team has done some preliminary analysis
and concluded that the percentage of low-quality roses is uniformly distributed between 5% and
30%.”). Thus, the expected quality of risky supplier was more optimal (i.e. 82.5%) than the
guaranteed quality of riskless suppliers (i.e. 80%). In the other two conditions, mixed framing
messages of the suppliers were presented, and participants read the corresponding message
(see supplementary_material_appendix_2 for the results of the manipulation checks).
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Participants were reminded that there were no correct or incorrect answers, and that no
information about their identity was collected.

3.2 Realism checks
We adopt qualitative and quantitative approaches to evaluate the realism of the scenario and
independent variable (Rungtusanatham et al., 2011; Thomas et al., 2013). Initially, we relied on
academic literature to develop the original scenarios and the independent variable (i.e.
framing suppliers’ quality information). Two academic experts subsequently reviewed them
with expertise in behavioural experimentation. These experts offered feedback on language
use, length of scenarios, and creditability. The scenarios were revised, which was considered
appropriate by the experts. We then shared the scenarios in the four experimental conditions
with the head of the supply chain management and the deputy whom we interviewed. These
two industry experts conducted their assessments and offered important comments on the
realism of the scenarios and ordering decision tasks. The changes included: (1) the
percentages of high- and low-quality roses, (2) the presentation of suppliers’ quality
information in the form of texts instead of graphs, (3) allowing participants to have different
“total order sizes” of roses, and (4) incentivising participants to make a decision that may
result in a more high-quality component. The experts particularly emphasised that incentive
compatibility was important because, in real-life situations, ordering decisions were highly
related to the business unit’s performance, which would ultimately affect the performance
bonus that staff members receive. After implementing the changes, the experts agreed that
the scenarios and framing of the suppliers’ quality information captured a realistic and
understandable sourcing decision-making environment. The experts’ feedback confirms the
validity of the percentages of high- and low-quality roses and the expected qualities of both
suppliers adopted in the scenarios.

A quantitative realism check was performed following the qualitative realism check. This
ensures that participants would find the scenarios and the corresponding independent
variables realistic and understandable (Golgeci et al., 2022; Louviere et al., 2000; Thomas et al.,
2013). Three itemswere used to assess the realism of scenarios and experimental design (“The
situation described in the scenario was realistic”, “The scenario was believable”, and “I can
imagine myself in the described situation”.) (Bozkurt and Gligor, 2021; Dabholkar, 1994).
A seven-point Likert scale was used for all items (15 strongly disagree, 75 strongly agree).

A pilot study with 28 undergraduate students majoring in supply chain management was
conducted for realism checks and to ensure that the sourcing task and suppliers’ quality
information were easy to understand for all four conditions. The three items for the student
group yielded an average score of 5.26 and high internal consistency (Cronbach’s
alpha 5 0.80). The mean scores for the four conditions were similar. In addition, we
conducted another pilot study with ten professional participants who worked for the
companies interviewed (Rungtusanatham et al., 2011). The average score on the realism check
was 6.33, with a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.83. Both findings indicate that the participants
perceived the scenarios and independent variables as realistic. The results of the realism
checks suggest that the data from the experiment would offer very good indications of the
relationship between framing and real-life sourcing decisions.

3.3 Participants
We recruited 288 participants (40.6% women) from the UK via Prolific Academic. It is a
crowdsourcing platform which intermittently requires participants to provide
documentation or information to confirm their eligibility to participate in a research study
(e.g. work experience) [1]. The same participants were only permitted to participate once.
A fixed payment of £0.90 was given. To incentivise the participants’ decisions, they received
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a bonus payment depending on their order strategy and the quality of roses received. The
payment scheme was as follows: the cost of each 100 kg of roses was £0.02, and they were the
same for both suppliers. For 100 kg of high-quality roses, they would receive a bonus
payment of £0.01 after deducting the cost of roses, but for 100 kg of low-quality roses, a £0.005
penaltywould be deducted from their payment.We selected these payment parameters based
on a pilot study. The participants’ average agewas 40.8 years (SD5 10.5), and themean years
of experience in sourcing was 10.3 years (SD 5 7.4).

3.4 Procedures and scenario
First, the participants answered questions that elicited information about their work
experience. Next, they received details about the procurement task and scenario entailing the
need for 10,000 kg of roses to produce high-end fragrances and essential oils. Participants
were informed that the goal was to maximise the number of high-quality roses, and that the
costs of single and dual sourcing were identical. They were given the authority to order up to
15,000 kg of roses. The participants also learned how the fixed and bonus payments worked.
The participants completed a short quiz to check whether they understood the bonus
payment and the different riskiness of the two suppliers. Last, we randomly assigned
participants to one of the four conditions, and participants were given details regarding the
suppliers. After completing the sourcing task, the number of high-quality roses from the
supplier(s) was displayed on their screen.

3.5 Measures
Measures for the independent variable were modified from extant behavioural operations
literature (Wong, 2021) and were adapted to a sourcing task with dual suppliers.

3.5.1 Ordering decision. Participants were required to order roses from the supplier(s) of
their choice. They were asked to indicate the number of roses they would order from
riskless and risky suppliers in an ordered form. In cases where a participant did not want to
order roses from either the riskless or risky supplier, he or she was required to enter “0” in
the corresponding order form. We computed the percentage of order(s) for each participant
with riskless and risky suppliers. Only the percentage of order(s) with risky suppliers was
reported, as a higher percentage of order(s) with risky suppliers indicated a lower
percentage with the riskless supplier, and vice versa. For instance, to test whether positive
framing of risky suppliers’ quality would lead to a higher percentage of orders with the
risky supplier, we compared the differences in the order percentages between the “positive
framing of risky supplier quality” and the “negative framing of risky supplier quality”
conditions.

3.6 Results
A univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to investigate the effects of
attribute framing on sourcing decisions. Significant framing effects of riskless and risky
suppliers were found for the percentage of order(s) placed with the risky supplier,
respectively. No interaction effect (framing of riskless supplier quality 3 framing of risky
supplier quality) was found, suggesting that the framing effect on sourcing did not vary with
suppliers’ riskiness (see supplementary_table for relevant statistics).

Planned contrasts with Bonferroni adjustment were conducted to examine the
relationship between the framing messages of both suppliers and sourcing decisions (see
Table 1 for descriptive statistics).When the framing of riskless supplier was fixed at negative,
and the risky supplier quality was positively framed, the percentage of the orders from the
risky supplier was higher compared with the percentage associated with the negatively
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framed quality of the risky supplier (Estimated Marginal Mean Difference 5 12.39,
S.E.5 5.06, p5 0.015, 95%CL for Difference [2.44, 22.33], d5 0.41). Focussing on the positive
framing of the riskless supplier quality condition, buyers in the positive framing of risky
supplier condition ordered a larger percentage from risky suppliers than those in the negative
framing of risky supplier condition did (Estimated Marginal Mean Difference 5 11.13,
S.E.5 5.02, p5 0.027, 95% CL for Difference [1.26, 21.00], d5 0.37). These findings support
Hypothesis 1. When controlling for the framing of risky suppliers to be negative, buyers in
the positive framing of the riskless supplier quality condition ordered a smaller percentage from
risky suppliers (i.e. a larger percentage from the riskless supplier) than those in the negative
framing condition (Estimated Marginal Mean Difference 5 �13.11, S.E. 5 5.06, p 5 0.010,
95% CL for Difference [�23.06,�3.16], d5�0.43). Considering only the cases in the positive
framing of risky supplier quality condition, participants under positive framing ordered a
smaller percentage from risky suppliers than those under negative framing (Estimated
Marginal Mean Difference5�14.37, S.E.5 5.01, p5 0.004, 95% CL for Difference [�24.25,
�4.50], d 5 �0.48). Our findings support Hypothesis 2.

3.7 Discussion
Our findings revealed that attribute framing had profound impacts on sourcing decisions.
Positively framing the quality of supplier’s component led to a larger proportion of orders
from the supplier. This effect was robust because the attribute-framing effect exists in dual
sourcing irrespective of the suppliers’ riskiness. Our findings suggest that to nudge
participants intomaking amore optimal decision (i.e. orderingmore from risky suppliers), the
quality of risky suppliers should be framed positively, whereas that of riskless suppliers
should be framed negatively. Apart from the association-activation mechanism, recent
developments in studies on attribute framing have offered the attention mechanism of the
simple attribute-framing effect (Jain et al., 2020; Wong, 2021). This study also considered this
perspective in the context of dual suppliers. Therefore, Study 2was conducted to elucidate the
relationships between framing, attention, and sourcing decisions.

4. Study 2: attribute framing and managers’ attention
Study 2 was an online experiment, and we adopted web-based eye-tracking technology. This
method enabled the framing effect on sourcing to be explained from the aDDM perspective.
Recent studies on human-computer interactions have adopted eye trackers (Kim et al., 2015;
Wong, 2021). Eye movements are considered an accurate indicator of attention (Kim et al.,
2015) because they eliminate the potential issues of self-reported findings.

Study 1
Riskless Supplier Framing

Positive Negative

Risky Supplier Framing Positive 42.01% (32.06) 56.38% (33.19)
Negative 30.88% (25.54) 43.99% (31.24)

Study 2
Riskless Supplier Framing

Positive Negative

Risky Supplier Framing Positive 42.39% (28.99) 57.39% (36.10)
Negative 23.65% (24.49) 39.88% (27.59)

Source(s): Author work

Table 1.
Studies 1 and 2: Mean
(standard deviation)
percentage of order(s)
placed with the risky
supplier by
experimental
conditions
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4.1 Methods
The experiment had the same four conditions, procedure and task as in Study 1. After
completing questions on demographic work experience and reading the introduction to the
scenario, the calibration of the eye tracker began. This calibration step was essential because
the participants’ sitting positions and computer displays may be different (see
supplementary_material_appendix_3 for detail). They were then notified of whether
optimal calibration was achieved, followed by the sourcing task. If the first attempt at
calibration was unsuccessful, the participants could recalibrate four more times. Cases with
five unsuccessful calibrations were excluded.

4.2 Apparatus
Web-based eye tracking devices have been employed in recent studies on attention (Bott et al.,
2017; Semmelmann and Weigelt, 2018). This was employed in Study 2 using the RealEye.io
system (https://www.realeye.io/), because it facilitated access to a sample of professionals.
Also, some headmovements of the participants during the experimentwould not compromise
the quality of the data, thus better mimicking a procurement-related decision-making
environment. The RealEye platform has been used in previous studies (e.g. Fazio et al., 2021;
Federico et al., 2021) and has been proven to be a reliable technology when wewould not need
analyse a detailed spatial resolution (Semmelmann and Weigelt, 2018). Yang and Krajbich
(2021) replicated findings in a decision-making study using a web-based eye tracker based on
previous findings obtained in the laboratory.

Web-based eye trackers have a disadvantage associated with lower sampling rate. To
ensure that the tracking accuracy was comparable with that of previous studies that deployed
eye trackers (Bott et al., 2017; Krajbich et al., 2012), our web-based device provided a good
sampling rate of 50 Hz. The RealEye online eye tracking algorithm also performed data quality
check for each participant. For instance, the level of data quality would be low during eye
trackingwhen participants looked away from the computer screen orwhen a problemoccurred
with the lighting.We included only datawith a satisfactory level of quality in the data analyses.

4.3 Participants
Twenty-two participants were excluded from the analyses because they failed both calibration
and recalibration or they did not generate satisfactory data. The final sample comprised 129
participants.Themeanagewas 38.2 years (SD5 11.7). Theirmeanyear of experience in sourcing
was 5.3. All the participants declared that they had normal (or corrected-to-normal) vision.

4.4 Dependent measures
4.4.1 Ordering decision. We used the same measures as in Study 1.

4.4.2 Relative attention to AOIs.We defined the two areas of interest (AOIs) and measured
participants’ attention to these AOIs (see supplementary_material_appendix_4). The two
AOIs referred to descriptions of the quality of riskless and risky suppliers’ products, namely
riskless supplier AOI and risky supplier AOI, respectively. To mitigate measurement errors,
both AOIs were in rectangles by a minimum of 150px in all directions and were displayed in
the middle part of the participants’ screen. The two AOIs were at least 250px apart. Fixation
duration and fixation counts have been widely used measures of attention (Seo et al., 2018).
Here, fixation duration refers to the length of time that a participant attended to information
regarding a supplier’s quality. Based on similar studies (Kim et al., 2015; Wong, 2021), a
fixation count, indicating relatively stationary eyemovements, was definedwhen the fixation
time was more than 50 ms. Higher fixation counts indicated that more attention was directed
towards AOI. The percentages of fixation duration and fixation count related to the AOIs of
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the two suppliers were computed for each participant. The relative attention to the two AOIs
in the form of percentages allowed for empirically testing the hypotheses; for example,
whether the riskless supplier AOI received larger percentages of fixation duration and
fixation counts under the riskless supplier positive framing condition than under the riskless
supplier negative condition.

4.5 Results and discussion
We conducted an ANOVAwith two independent variables: framing of riskless suppliers and
risky suppliers to check whether the findings from Study 1 could be replicated. Table 1
illustrates the descriptive statistics across conditions and Table S1 shows the relevant
statistics of the ANOVA (see supplementary_table). As seen in Table 2, the findings from
Study 1 were replicated.

Table 3 shows themeans and standard deviations of the percentages of attention received
for the risky supplier AOI. Only the relative attention to risky supplier AOI was reported
because 100% minus this relative attention would equal to the relative attention to riskless
supplier AOI. We conducted two ANOVAs on the relative fixation duration and fixation

Study 2
Percentage of fixation duration on risky supplier
AOI

Riskless supplier framing
Positive Negative

Risky Supplier
Framing

Positive 68.75% (15.79) 82.11% (12.23)

Negative 38.71% (16.04) 58.95% (15.84)

Percentage of fixation count on Risky Supplier
AOI

Risky Supplier
Framing

Positive 76.40% (16.19) 83.92% (11.56)

Negative 39.32% (12.69) 55.46% (11.98)

Source(s): Author work

Estimated Marginal
Mean Difference S.E. p value 95% CL Cohen-d

Riskless supplier (negative frame)
Risky supplier – positive vs negative 17.51 7.00 0.013 [3.68, 31.33] 0.59

Riskless supplier (positive frame)
Risky supplier – positive vs negative 18.74 6.68 0.006 [5.55, 31.93] 0.64

Risky supplier (negative frame)
Riskless supplier – positive vs
negative

�16.23 6.85 0.019 [�29.78, �2.68] �0.55

Risky supplier (positive frame)
Riskless supplier – positive vs
negative

�15.00 6.82 0.029 [�28.48, �1.52] �0.51

Note(s):For the riskless supplier conditions, the negativemeandifferences indicated that participants ordered
more from the riskless supplier in the positive framing condition than those they did in the negative framing
condition
Source(s): Author work

Table 3.
Mean percentages
(standard deviations)
of attention measures
on the AOI for the risky
supplier under
experimental
conditions

Table 2.
Study 2: Attribute
effects on the
percentage of order(s)
sourced from the risky
supplier using planned
contrasts results with
Bonferroni adjustment
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count received for the risky supplier AOI. As seen in Table 4, the main effects of framing of
riskless suppliers and risky suppliers were significant. No interaction effect was observed.
Planned contrasts with Bonferroni adjustment revealed that irrespective of the framing
condition of the riskless supplier, the risky supplier AOI received higher percentages of
fixation duration when the risky supplier’s quality was positively framed than when it was
negatively framed (see Table 5 for relevant statistics). In contrast, regardless of how the risky

Source SS df MS F P Partial ƞ2

Percentage of fixation duration
Framing of riskless 9,030 1 9,030 39.47 <0.0005 0.24
Framing of risky 22,641 1 22,641 98.94 <0.0005 0.44
Framing of riskless*Framing of risky 379.27 1 379.27 1.66 0.20
Corrected Model 33,139 3 11,046 48.27 <0.0005 0.54
Error 28,604 125 228.84
Corrected Total 61,743 128

Percentage of fixation count
Framing of riskless 4,854 1 4,854 27.51 <0.0005 0.17
Framing of risky 37,276 1 37,276 211.26 <0.0005 0.61
Framing of riskless*Framing of risky 645.77 1 645.77 3.66 0.058
Corrected Model 43,008 3 14,336 81.25 <0.0005 0.644
Error 23,820 135 176.45
Corrected Total 66,829 138

Source(s): Author work

Estimated Marginal
Mean Difference S.E. p-value 95% CL Cohen-d

Relative fixation duration
Riskless supplier (negative frame)
Risky supplier – positive vs negative 23.16 3.79 <0.0005 [15.66, 30.66] 1.53

Riskless supplier (positive frame)
Risky supplier – positive vs negative 30.04 3.78 <0.0005 [22.57, 37.51] 1.99

Risky supplier (negative frame)
Riskless supplier – positive vs negative �20.24 3.62 <0.0005 [�27.40, �13.08] �1.34

Risky supplier (positive frame)
Riskless supplier – positive vs negative �13.36 3.94 0.001 [�21.15, �5.56] �0.88

Relative fixation count
Riskless supplier (negative frame)
Risky supplier – positive vs negative 28.46 3.25 <0.0005 [22.04, 34.88] 2.14

Riskless supplier (positive frame)
Risky supplier – positive vs negative 37.09 3.13 <0.0005 [30.90, 43.28] 2.79

Risky supplier (negative frame)
Riskless supplier – positive vs negative �16.14 3.18 <0.0005 [�22.42, �9.86] �1.21

Risky supplier (positive frame)
Riskless supplier – positive vs negative �7.51 3.20 0.020 [�13.85, �1.18] �0.57

Source(s): Author work

Table 4.
Univariate Analysis of

Variance (ANOVA):
Effects of framing dual

suppliers on the
percentages of fixation
duration and fixation

count for the risky
supplier AOI

Table 5.
Study 2: Attribute
effects on relative

fixation duration and
relative fixation count
for the risky supplier
AOI using planned

contrasts results with
Bonferroni adjustment
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supplier’s quality was framed, participants in the positive riskless supplier framing conditions
allocated lower percentages of fixation duration to the risky supplier AOI than those in the
positive riskless supplier framing conditions.

We found significant main effects of riskless supplier framing and risky supplier framing
on the percentage of fixation count. The interaction effect was marginally insignificant. To
test whether the framing messages shifted participants’ attention as indexed by the relative
fixation count, we performed planned contrasts with a Bonferroni adjustment. Consistent
with the analyses for relative fixation duration, the results showed that the percentage of
fixation count for the risky supplier AOI was statistically higher under the positive framing
of risky supplier conditions than under the negative framing of risky supplier conditions (see
Table 5 for the relevant statistics). Regarding the framing effects on how participants
allocated attention to risky supplier AOI in the riskless supplier framing conditions, the results
indicated that at both levels of framing of risky supplier’s quality, participants in the positive
framing conditions spent relatively less attention to this AOI than those in the negative
framing conditions. Together, these findings support Hypothesis 3.

4.5.1 Mediation analyses for framing of risky supplier quality. First, we focused on the effect
of framing risky supplier’s quality. As shown in Figure 1, we observed a significant direct effect of
framingon thepercentage of order(s) from the risky supplier. Regressionof the order percentage in
relation to framing and the percentage of fixation duration received for the risky supplier’s AOI
revealed a significant effect of relative fixationduration on thisAOI.However, the effect of framing
on the percentage of order(s) from the risky supplier was insignificant. We followed Preacher and
Hayes’ (2009) bootstrapping procedure, using the PROCESS technique to test the indirect effect.
The results for 10,000 resamples indicated that zero was not included in the 95% confidence
interval (CI) for the indirect effect of thepercentageof fixationdurationon risky supplierAOI (95%
CI [3.63, 19.24]). Regression of the percentage of order(s) with the risky supplier in relation to
framing and the percentage of fixation counts revealed that the impact of framing on the
percentage of fixation counts was significant. The effect on the percentage of order(s) with the
risky supplier was insignificant when the percentage of fixation count was controlled for.
Bootstrappingwith 10,000 resamples showed that theCI (95%CI [1.68, 24.04]) did not include zero.

4.5.2 Mediation analyses for framing of riskless supplier quality. Regression of the
percentage of order(s) with the risky supplier and the percentage of fixation duration received for
the risky supplier’sAOI revealed a significant effect of relative fixation duration in relation to this
AOI. The effect of framing on the percentage of order(s) from the risky supplier was insignificant
(see Figure 1). The results for 10,000 resamples showed that zero was excluded in the 95%CI for
the indirect effect of the percentage of fixation duration on the risky supplier AOI (95% CI
[�13.77, �3.36]). For the percentage of fixation count, the bootstrapping results with 10,000
resamples showed that zerowas excluded in the 95%CI for the indirect effect of the percentage of
fixation duration on the risky supplier AOI (95% CI [�12.17, �2.47]). Together, the results
suggest that attention to the risky supplier’s AOI relative to that of the riskless supplier played a
mediating role in the relationship between the framing messages of the two suppliers and the
percentage of order(s) with the risky supplier. These findings support Hypothesis 4.

5. General discussion and conclusion
Past studies on attribute framing in product evaluation has focused on the effects of
highlighting an attribute in a positive vs negative light (Jain et al., 2020; Teigen, 2015).
A growing body of BOM research has begun to study the effects of attribute framing in the
SCM context. However, these studies have focused on the single-supplier situation, sowe know
little about the relationship between framing dual suppliers’ attributes and sourcing decisions
(Wong, 2021). These effects are important, especially when single sourcing is not ideal owing to
supply chain disruptions (van Hoek, 2020).
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Positive
framing
of risky 

supplier quality

Relative attention 
(fixation duration)

% of order 
with the risky 

supplier
β = 17.23*/ β = 5.87

β = 27.00** β = 0.50**/ β = 0.42*

t = 3.25/t = 0.90

Positive 
framing
of risky 

supplier quality

Relative attention 
(fixation count)

% of order 
with the risky 

supplier
β = 17.23*/ β = 4.58

β = 29.45** β = 0.51**/β = 0.43*

t = 3.25/t = 0.60

t = 4.28/ t = 2.82t = 8.79

t = 3.98/ t = 2.29t = 11.96

Positive 
framing

of riskless 
supplier quality

Relative attention 
(fixation duration)

% of order 
with the risky 

supplier
β = –15.52*/ β = –7.91

β = –17.69** β = 0.50**/ β = 0.43*

t = –2.91/t = –1.41

Positive 
framing

of riskless 
supplier quality

Relative attention 
(fixation count)

% of order 
with the risky 

supplier
β = –15.52*/ β = –9.21

β = –14.72** β = 0.51**/β = 0.43*

t = –2.91/t = –1.67

t = 4.28/ t = 3.13t = –4.98

t = 3.98/ t = 2.29t = –4.41

Note(s): df = 127. The bolded coefficient β is based on the analysis
when relative attention is included. The coefficient β in plain font
indicates that the focus is only on the relationship between the two
variables. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.0005
Source(s): Author work
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It can be posited that in an environment comprising a riskless and a risky supplier, positive or
negative framing of the quality of the riskless or risky supplier affects managers’ sourcing
decisions. The results of Studies 1 and 2 provide strong support for this contention. Under the
conditions of positive and negative framing, the descriptions of the two suppliers’ quality were
identical. Nevertheless, participants who received a positive framing of riskless (risky) supplier
quality opted for a larger percentage of order(s) from the riskless (risky) supplier compared with
thosewho received a negative framing. Importantly, the effect of this attribute framing holds true
for both the riskless supplier and the risky supplier. Recall that all the participants correctly
identifiedwhich of these two supplierswas riskier. These results suggest that differential framing
strongly impacts managers’ decision-making, regardless of the perceived risk of the supplier.

In our experiments, the sourcing scenario comprised a risky supplier with a higher expected
quality than the riskless supplier (i.e. 82.5%high-quality vs 80%high-quality components). As
demonstrated in our findings, positively framing risky supplier quality and negatively framing
riskless supplier quality helps nudge buyersmake amore optimal decision. The expected value
of the riskier choice was not substantially higher than that of the riskless choice. We speculate
that if the expected value of the risky choice increases, it becomes more appealing to buyers.
Additionally, the framing effects found are applicable to other real-world situations. For
example, supply chain disruption and shortage of components may make some suppliers
riskier than others in terms of other attributes (e.g. delivery time). The general pattern of our
findings may be reflected in other scenarios.

Study 2 investigated the impact of attribute framing on how practitioners allocated their
attention to information about two suppliers. The results for the gaze variables indicated that
attribute framing affected the distribution of participants’ attention directed towards
information about riskless and risky suppliers. Generally, participants paid relatively more
attention to information about a positively framed supplier’s quality than to the negatively
framed supplier’s quality. Consistent with the framing effect on ordering, the framing effect
on attention holds for different levels of suppliers’ riskiness. Moreover, attention to the
information mediates the impact of attribute framing on risky sourcing decisions. Together,
the findings suggest that an attention drift explained why buyers, facing two suppliers—
one’s quality negatively framed and another positively framed—placed a larger percentage
with the supplier under the positive frame.

Our findings contribute to the literature on behavioural operations by exploring different
framing effects to ordering decisions. An increasing body of research in this field has focused on
situationswhereinmanagersmakedecisions in uncertain environments (Fahimnia et al., 2019; Ha
and Tang, 2017; Loch, 2017; Quigley et al., 2018). The present study not only extended attribute-
framing studies into a dual-supplier context but also supported the attention mechanism of
attribute framing (Kreiner and Gamliel, 2019). Although attention has been studied within
cognitive psychological research, its influence on behavioural operations remains largely
unexamined (Wong, 2021). This study posits that attention should be considered an important
factor when managers’ decisions are affected by how they process information. Another
theoretical contribution of our research is that aDDMappropriately predictsmanagers’ decisions
when the variable of interest (i.e. percentage of order) is continuous. Considered in combination,
these results not only advance knowledge of attribute framing but also open avenues for further
studies on biases in behavioural operations.

One might think that our experimental setup appears similar to another type of framing
(risky choice framing). Risky choice framing involves a task consisting of choosing between
two independent options (e.g. Option 1: saving 300 (losing 700) lives for sure of 1,000 lives;
Option 2: saving 1/3 (losing 2/3) of all 1,000 lives). Prospect theory posits that individuals are
risk-seeking when facing loss but risk-averse when dealing with gain (see Kahneman, 2011,
for example). Option 1 is preferable when “saving lives” is emphasised. However, this is not
the experimental setup of this study: the options were dependent (i.e. ordering more from the
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risky supplier means ordering less from the riskless supplier). Levin and Gaeth (1988)
encourage researchers to study attribute framingwhen risk is involved. As echoed byKreiner
andGamliel (2019), risk-choice framingmust involve choosing either a certain or probabilistic
option. When comparing the percentages of orders with the risky supplier in the “positive
risky- and positive riskless suppliers framing” and the “negative risky- and negative riskless
suppliers framing” conditions, no significant differences were found in both Study 1 and
Study 2, as Prospect theory predicts. Another theoretical contribution is that different types
of framing are likely to follow distinct mechanisms.

This study has several limitations that necessitate caution when interpreting the findings.
First, it did not consider the costs associated with dual sourcing. Costly dual sourcing may
conceivably affect the strength of the framing effect. If framing is sufficiently powerful, then the
cost of dual sourcingmaydrivemanagers to relymore on supplierswhose performance (such as
quality) is positively framed. Second, the cost of quality considered in this study is relatively low
(i.e. scraps of low-quality components with a small cost). It would be useful to understand
whether framing dual suppliers’ performance leads to similar results when the cost of quality is
much higher (e.g. in a high-tech industry). Future research should explore the relationship
between framing dual suppliers and sourcing decisions in different environments.

The current experimental results offer guidance to researchers and sourcingmanagers on
how to look out when different presentations of supplier quality coexist. An important
practical implication is that when one supplier is amore optimal choice, its attribute should be
framed positively, whereas another supplier who generates a suboptimal outcome should be
framed negatively. When a riskier option is justifiable (e.g. lower expected total quality cost),
correctly framing suppliers’ quality information helps nudge managers to take risks. The
current findings may also help sourcing managers avoid falling prey when sourcing from a
riskier supplier is unjustified (e.g. low expected quality). Sourcing managers should also be
cautious when a risky supplier presents their own quality along with comparisons of other
riskless suppliers’ quality. This presentation may deliberately focus on others’ negative
attributes, while presenting a more appealing self-portrayal. Last, the results stress the
importance of how descriptions of suppliers’ quality should be framed, depending on the
buyers’ goals. Sometimes, strategic sourcing decisions are made at group levels (Banaeian
et al., 2018). The decisions of these managers may be inconsistent when they individually
frame the quality of suppliers differently.

An important conclusion of this study is that training should be provided to sourcing
managers to understand how framing different suppliers’ attributes works, as this may guide
them in making better decisions. We conclude that an emphasis on the positive attributes of
risky suppliers’ quality can increase more risky sourcing decisions when justified. Given the
important role of attention, future studies are needed to determine how the framing effect on
sourcing decisions will evolve when managers’ attention to information is manipulated.

Note

1. Details about the crowdsourcing platform is available at: https://prolific.co/#check-sample
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